
Chapter III
 

Aaron discusses ways to broaden your understanding of  

harmony and the value of  transposition He also explains how 

to expand your vocabulary using landing notes, harmonic shapes, 

and other advanced harmonic concepts.
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Like any master, Aaron believes transposition and a deep
understanding of  intervals is essential to becoming a great
improviser. In the beginning of  this chapter, he guides us
through his intuitive process of  transposing the example
tune of  this masterclass, “Conception,” by George Shearing.

The most effective “trick” to transposing quickly is 
recognizing the shaperecognizing the shapes, patterns, and intervals in the melody.
For this tune, there are some parts of  the melody that 
exhibit certain shapes. For example, the very beginning of  the
melody outlines a major 7th arpeggio over the I chord. 
Knowing this, you can easily transpose that into whatever
new key you’re transposing the melody to. Recognizing these
shapes and intervals throughout the melody helps the
transposition process immensely and also shatransposition process immensely and also sharpens your
understanding of  the tune in general.

Another method of  getting used to navigating through 
complex harmony is experimenting and forcing yourself  to
create lines off  of  any interval in the melody or in the chord
you’re on. For example, you can try targetting all the 3rds of
every chord and creating a rule or “game” in which you’re
alalways jumping off  of  or landing on the 3rd.

The final exercises combines all the above concepts in which
the game is to have a particular shape or interval in mind 
when improvising over a progression. In this portion of  the
video, Aaron chooses to use a specific shape or interval at a 
time over the popular standard, “Autumn Leaves.” Creating
limitations like this can actually create new, interesting ideas.
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“The one thing that 
matters the most is
that the music feels alive.”
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ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 

through your musical journey. The best student will be

selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  

their choice.    
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TRANSPOSITION IN HARMONY
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•   Locate patterns and shapes in the melody

•   Identify the harmony that these patterns/shapes outline

•   Use these shapes when transposing the melody

 

•   Pick a standard that you’ve been working on and begin

    identifying the shapes and patterns in it that will help you

    transpose it into any key. Practice doing so in various keys

    especially the ones you may not be very comfortable in.
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LEADING NOTES
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•   Focusing on certain notes in the harmony can sharpen

    your understanding of  them

•   Experiment with landing on notes that may be 

    uncommon for you to land on or jumping off  notes that

    you wouldn’t normally start on.

 

•   Create a game/challenge for yourself  to land on or jump

    off  certain notes in your lines. Learn how to build ideas

    off  of  notes that you wouldn’t normally use so that you can

    create music regardless of  the circumstances. 
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ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 
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INTERVALS & SHAPES
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•   Pick an interval or shape to use consistently in your lines

•   Force yourself  to create musical ideas using those set

    intervals/shapes. Some ideas will be good, some not so

    good, but it will help you discover new ones and break

    out of  your habits.

 

•   Create a game/challenge for yourself  to use specific 

    intervals and patterns while you improvise. Learn how to 

    build ideas off  of  these intervals/shapes that you wouldn’t

    normally use and expand your comfort zone/imagination.
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